=ceforul=1984==20==Host Jafo says:
=Star Trek: Apache – Episode =#5=20
Week # 3
Mission: "Into the Lion's Den"
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==The USS Apache has reported that an old, forgotten science station has =been found. It had emitted a distress signal in old code. After =reporting it to Cardassia Prime, they were instructed to stay clear, and informed that =the station has been abandoned for many years.
==20
=Host Jafo says:
=Soon after taking no action, a shock wave had disrupted =their Communications array, momentarily. The shock waves, apparently, originated near the science station.  Although the Science Stations =location can be confirmed, it's existence can not at this time. Again, =They were told to not investigate.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=A report from the USS Greenland has confirmed the report =submitted by the Apache.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 3 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::at tact running scans over the space around the Cardassian Science =Station searching for pirates and/or Cardassians::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::At Science one standing by to launch probe::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::puts on her baldric and ties up her hair before leaving for duty::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::runs down deck ten to next patient::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::in Stellar Cartography, monitoring the probe::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::sits in sickbay dazed and confused::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::walks into sickbay with Ensign Schmoe::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: in sickbay, checking the CEO, making sure that he's Comfortable ::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=::at OPS::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: In Sickbay just ordered to the bridge :: CMO: I've been ordered to =bridge, Sir.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: sees the CNS Coming in with the ENS ::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: Dr.  we've finished on the bridge.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CIV: Very well... proceed.. :: smiles ::
=20
=Host Sonja_Davore says:
=::the message Comes through again just as fervently:: COM: =Anyone: .... help me ... I'm scared ... is there anyone out there?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::steps back to the Command chair:: *CIV* Ambassador =Mackenzie, Please report to the bridge
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: Thanks, we can use a hand here.... :: indicates to the others ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: prepare to run a gravimetric scan of the Asteroids. I want to know =if it's the asteroid or something else that’s hindering =Communications.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland: We ask for you assistance
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=*CO* Yes Sir, on my way
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CO: Should we scan the station to see how many life signs?  It could be =a trap...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Sir probe is ready for launch
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: exits sickbay for TL::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::walks over to the CEO at first::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: goes over to the CTO :: CTO: A concussion, eh?  Another one for what? = The 3rd time in the past 4 months?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::dizzily:: CMO: Is it me or did you clone yourself.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Respond to the message from the science station.  Tell =them that help will arrive soon.
=20
=Host Sonja_Davore says:
=<Greenland> COM: Apache: Apache, we are tied up with a pair =of Ferengi traders vessels that collided during the shockwave ... we =cannot assist at this time.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::leaves her quarters to head to the bridge::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Enters TL:: TL: Bridge
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CTO: Lucky you, there are two of me... :: loads a hypo and applies it to =the CTO's neck ::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: I'm almost done here.  Do you want me to Come strait back
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CMO: ::laughs:: Uh trying to keep you busy...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=TO: Yes, Mr. Drathlai, begin tactical scans of the area.  I =want to know of any possible places that could be used as a trap.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CEO: Lieutenant?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::ahhhh::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland: Aye, but please assist when you can
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: When you're done with deck 10, proceed to deck 11 through 14, then =report back.
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=::sits at the Flight Controls paying attention to nothing but his job =like a good little Vulcan::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::enters turbolift:: TL: Bridge
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Launch the probe you have prepared, feed all =information retrieved to the necessary positions.=20
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Arrives on the Bridge :: CO: Sir
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CTO: How many of me do you see now?
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CO: Yes sir.  ::runs more scans on the surrounding areas; plus, scans on =the station looking for possible attack vectors::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: Yes sir
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: the Greenland cannot assist us right now, they are tied up with =Ferengi vessels
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Aye Sir. ::launches probe::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CMO: Hmm one..
=20
=Host Sonja_Davore says:
=<Greenland> COM: Apache: Understood, Apache.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::takes a quick reading of his condition:: CMO: Lt. Asadourian is stable =for now, Dr.  I recommend we keep him sedated.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Mr. V'Taran set course to the science station, once we =have information needed from the CSO's probe and our tactical scans, we =will be setting course.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Understood
=20
=Host Sonja_Davore says:
=ACTION: The probe streaks out of the Apache's torpedo bay =headed into Cardassian space.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland: thank-you
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks around::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: cups CTO's Chin and looks at his eyes :: CTO: Yes.. you're ok ... for =now.. but I want you to come back for a few check ups.  I don’t' =like the amount of concussion you're having.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Walks over to the CO :: CO: How may I be of assistance?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CMO: Thanks Doc..
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: He'll be out for a while.  We have to let the seizure run its =course...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: We are going to proceed into Cardassian space, I would =like you to be here for negotiations with any Cardassian forces we may =encounter.
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=CO: Aye sir .... Course set. ::turns to the Captain:: CO: And may I =remind the Captain that by firing our probe into Cardassian space, we =have already violated treaty stipulations.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks at Toros::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CTO: Tomorrow.. 0900hours... be here.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CMO: Is he going to be all right?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::nods:: CMO: Understood, Dr.  Where to next?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Yes Sir
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::exits the turbolift and enters the bridge, heading to her station::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Understood Lt.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CTO: He's going to be all right... I'll have to run some brain scans to =determine the exact cause of his seizure.
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=::nods and turns back to his console::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: Cardassia Prime: This USS Apache, we ask if we can give aid at =Brekate
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::adds a warp signal scan in to account for cloaked vessels::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::proceeds to deck 11 through 14::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CMO: ::nods::, 0900 it is then.
=20
=Host Sonja_Davore says:
=ACTION: The Apache's Com is ignored at Cardassia Prime ... =they are too busy picking up the pieces to deal with a single Federation =Vessel.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Are you receiving anything from the probe?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: Can you check Lt. Turnbull for me?  :: indicates with her chin ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: May I view the transcripts of the Communications we have had with =the Cardassians regarding this issue?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::nods:: CMO: Yes, Dr.  ::walks over to Lt. Turnbull::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Yes Ma'am forwarding info to flight and Tac.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: Cardassia Prime is ignoring our hail
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks over at S'Toran and then exits the sickbay::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CTO: You take care of yourself...
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::runs tricorder over the FCO::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CMO: You to.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Yes, of course Ambassador.  OPS: Pull up the previous =transcripts for the ambassador.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: The Planetoid is 75 to 90 percent destroyed.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::heads for the TL::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Engage Warp 5
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::notes loss of blood and trancelike state::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: aye
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=Aloud: Bridge.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at Ens. Schmoe standing there :: Ens: Well.. I hope you enjoyed =your short visit to the bridge.. :: grins :: Now jet.  don't just stand =there.  You're a doctor for Pete’=20s sakes.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Understood Lt.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::goes along deck 11 looking for injuries::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Thank you Captain. :: Walks over to OPS station::
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=CO: Course engaged ....
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks back onto the bridge::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: There is a signal coming from the remains of the planetoid, reading =6 life signs and the signal is weak
=20
=Host Sonja_Davore says:
=ACTION: The Apache enters the Cardassian DMZ at high warp =on course for Brekate.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: Lt. Turnbull seems to be in a Vulcan healing trance, Dr.  I know he =will be all right.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: approaches the CNS :: CNS: Just like old times, eh?
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CTO: Good to see you back on your feet, sir....tact is yours...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks to his console::=20
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::moves to subordinate tact and continues scans::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Forward that information to Medical, have them to be =ready to offer aide.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: Sure is.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=TO: Thank you Mr. Drathlai.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::sees first injured person. Treats him then moves on:
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CTO: No problem, sir...  ::smiles::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=::pulling up transcripts for the Ambassador::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: acknowledged.  ::relays info to medical:: *CMO*: Incoming data on =the station.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*CSO*: Acknowledged.  Send away!
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=OPS: ::smiles:: I'm Ensign Cal MacKenzie
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=Ambassador: I have the transcripts for you, relaying them to you now
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: goes over to the medical Computers and watched the data displayed ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::scans for anymore anomalies::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=OPS: Thank you
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CTO: Bring shields online, keep us at yellow alert.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTIONS: The Apache intercepts a Com from Cardassia Prime ordering the CWS =Reklar to intercept the Apache at the Science Station at Brekate.  The =reply indicates the Reklar has its hands full but will respond as soon =as possible.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CO: aye Captain.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: Mr. Yeung, run a gravimetric scan of the surrounding asteroid =belt.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::presses yellow alert::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Reads transcripts::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::checks on the status of the shields::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Aye, aye, sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::and brings them online::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*CSO*: What am I looking at?
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=::raises an eyebrow at the idea of Lieutenant Commander Turnbull in a =healing trance::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::moves back over to her mother and holds her hand:: I called =someone...but no one has answered yet... what do I do??
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: I intercepted a Com from Cardassia Prime, we are to be intercepted =by the Reklar at Brekate
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::begins gravimetric scan of the asteroid belt::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::continues scanning for problems with or around the station::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: concerned at the last transcript:: self: It sounds like a child
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::gasps for breath:: Sonja: Oh, you are such a good girl ... give mommy =a hug ....
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: I see... Those Vulcan healing trances are amazing
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::leans down and hugs her mother fighting back the tears:
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::grimaces::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Thank you Mr. Ewan.  CSO: Scan for the Reklar, let's =try to be prepared.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@Mommy: Everything is going to be ok ... isnt it??
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: yes, they are.  He will be just fine.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CMO* : Life sign readings, location of the life signs.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::gets the weapons systems online in standby mode::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: but the Reklar is currently unavailable to respond
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*CSO*: That's what I thought … but lifesigns from where?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Aye aye. :;Scans for the Reklar::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=all: Reklar is two systems away and closing...
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::looks around a little panicked::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Keep monitoring their Communications.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: nods at the CNS :: CNS: Look at this... :: waves her hand over ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=TO: Excellent
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: I'm about half way now
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::listens to the CMO's conversation with CSO::
=20
=Host Prue_Davore says:
=@::gently strokes her daughter’s hair through fits =of coughing trying to calm her::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: Good work, Mr. Powers.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: Keep me informed.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: ETA to Brekate?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CMO*: Sorry Ma’am, The life signs are form the remains of the =Colony on Brekate.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: aye sir
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::Looks at her mother:: its ok...::Looks at her mother as she coughs:: =you want some water ?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*CSO*: thank you.  Quest out.
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=CO: Captain, we will arrive at the Science Station in approximately ten =minutes at 23 seconds.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: I also have a transmission that I picked up earlier, relaying to you =now
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: Yeah, it's unreal.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::scans to see how far the Reklar is from the Apache::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: concerned it this child is alone :: self: If she is an orphan
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: any results form the scan ensign.
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::shakes her head and fights forth a smile before covering her daughter =with her body as another quakes rumbles through the building casting =debris about::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CMO* We will be arriving at the Brekate science station in =approximately 10 minutes, have your teams ready.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: it sounds as though it's from a small child
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::screams as another quake hits::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: Yeah.. an idea what this means?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Still scanning, sir.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::shakes quietly as she holds onto her mother::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@Prue: mom? mommy??
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*CO*: Aye sir...
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: just a few more to do. It won’t take long
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: understood.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::sees the quakes ravaging the station:: all: It appears the planetoid =is slowly breaking apart.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: Good.. and when you're done, report back immediately.  We'll need =your expertise here, in sickbay.
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::holds her daughter close and kisses her gently:: Sonja: I am here =dear ....
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CO: Lets send in an armed security detail just in case.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: No, Doctor, do you?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: aye sir
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::holds on to her mother::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: Mind sticking around for a few more minutes?  Maybe we can ask your =staff to help to if necessary.
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=CO: Captain, full impulse .... I am entering local space around Brekate =....
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Assemble an away team.  Gain as much information as =you can.  CTO: You assist Mr. Storal
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Sir I'm detecting power fluctuations, but it will not danger the =Apache.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=CO: Captain, I volunteer to go......
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Scan Complete, sir. There are 3 Cardassian life signs.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Understood.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: My concerns are that the Cardassians on the station may have been =out of contact with Cardassia Prime since prior to the war and may not =be aware of our new alliance.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Sure, I can stay, Dr.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: There are power fluctuations throughout the system, but they are =not dangerous to the ship.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland: are you free to give assistance
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<Greenland> COM: Apache: Apache, we are just Coming your =way now ... we are about 8 hours out.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::holds on to her mother and knows that she is not doing well. tries to =be strong for her:: :whispers to her mother:: it will be ok mommy, I =will take care of you
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Understood Ambassador.  CTO: Take an armed security =team.  CSO: Contact the CMO to send a med team with you.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*MO* / SEC Abbot/CTO: report to TR1 for away team.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=*Jamison/Torres*  Ensign Jamison, Lt. Torres, please report to sickbay.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::Looks around feeling helpless::
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=CO: Captain, I am holding orbit at 40,000 kilometers ... the asteroids =are much denser if we approach any closer.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland understood  CO: the Greenland is on its way, she's 8 =hours away from our position
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Understood
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> CNS: Aye, Sir.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::leaves her post and heads for the transporter room:: CSO: Aye
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CSO*: Aye sir. I'm done here now.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Torres> *CNS*: Understood, Lt.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Acknowledge their response, Mr. Ewan.  ::nods::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CSO: I'll have the Mr. Drathlai fill in for me.
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::shelters her daughter from any falling rubble as best she can::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CTO: acknowledged
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CTO: Thank you, sir.  ::heads for TR::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*So* report to the bridge to take over Science one.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::hears the rubble falling here and there echoing::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: heads for TR!:
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::Torres and Jamison enter Sickbay::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: On my way, sir.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: I've finished here and I’ve been ordered to TR1
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::exits Stellar Cartography and heads to the TL:: TL: Bridge.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*MO*: be advised that the wounded are critical.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::exits TL and heads for the TR1::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*TO*: Be on a high alert!=20
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::heads towards TR1::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::arrives in TR!::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: Go ahead.. and good luck ensign.  :: looks around sickbay :: I'm =sending Ens. Schmoe to assist as well.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::stops by a nearby weapons locker and arms herself on the way to the =TR::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=*CTO*: Yes, of course, sir.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: Reklar: this is the USS Apache, we are at Brekate, we are rescuing =survivors of the Station Brekate=20
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::arrives at TR1::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=*TO*: Take a phaser rifle with you.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CSO*: understood
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: nods to the Ens. :: Ens. Schmoe: You're first away mission.  good =luck.  Report to Transporter room 1.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::almost bumps into the CSO in her eagerness:: CSO:.....umph!.....Sorry =Sir
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Transport the away team on their signal
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Torres/Jamison: Thanks for coming guys.  Dr. Quest has her hands full =down here, so I thought we'd help her out.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=SEC: its ok
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: I’ll meet him there then
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::scans for the Reklar::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CTO: Acknowledged sir.  ::takes phaser rifle from phaser locker::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::arrives on bridge and mans the Science console::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: aye, beginning transport now
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: Acknowledged.  Good luck.  Quest Out.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Torres> CNS: We'll help any way we can, right Kaylee?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at Torres and Jamison :: Torres/Jamison: Thanks for showing =guys... :: smiles :: this way....
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Away team consisting of MO, TO, CSO, and SEC =dematerializes ......
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: .... and rematerializes on the station.  =Immediately they are surrounding by pitch black and the air is stale.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Jamison> Torres: Right, Jeff. :
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::holds on to her mother::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Maintain a steady orbit.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::readies phaser upon dematerialization::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: I am continuing transporter lock on the away team for emergency beam =out if necessary
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@::materializes on station and puts rifle in 'alert position::
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::sighs deeply trying to breath slowly ... feels a punctured lung she =thinks::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@All: ok lets find those people
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::Jamison/Torres follow the CMO::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: Captain, there are 2 remaining life signs on board the station. One =critical.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods toward OPS:: OPS: Excellent.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::opens tricorder and begins scanning::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@:Aye sir  ::heads off::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::hears her mother and holds her tight:: Prue: mommy? youll be =ok.......
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO: Forward the coordinates for their location to the away =team, get help to them as quickly as possible.
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::nods at her daughter sucking in a breath::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: shows them around sickbay, and have them start treating the injured =::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@: : turns on flashlight::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: can't get no Communication through to the Reklar due to asteroid =belt interference
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: wonders how the Cardassians at the station will respond to the away =team ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::monitors the away teams movements, and keeps an open Com link::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: Yes, sir.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::activates her wrist beacon::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO* Sir we have arrived safely and are Commencing search.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@CSO: anything, sir?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: I think Roxanne can use some help over there... :: nods at the =direction of the woman ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Captain is suddenly overcome by a bout of =morning sickness ...
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: goes off to another patient ::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland: ETA to our position
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::tries to be strong for her mother::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*AT*: Away team, I am sending you the co-ordinates of the 2 remaining =life signs. ::sends co-ordinates::
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::hears a noise and tries to say some barely able to whisper:: AT: Over =here ....
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::gets out tricorder::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: With their location ::holds onto her stomach and =doubles over::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@TO: monitor for any hostiles.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CO: Captain, are you all right?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO* acknowledged :;receives coordinates::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CO: You seem to look a little pale.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Notices the CO is in distress and goes to her aid :: CO: Can I help?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods:: CTO: I'll be OK, LT.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@CSO: Nothing so far
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@CSO: Yes sir.  ::takes a defensive stance around MO and CSO:: SEC: =Ma'am, defensive formation Rho 8.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::shakes her head:: CIV: No, it'll pass.  ::takes a deep =breath::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The away team hears Prue calling out ... and finds =her and her daughter hidden behind a series of smashed Computers and =fallen debris.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@All: The coordinates indicate that they are due east of our location.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
@ =::nods to TO::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: goes over to the CEO, and notice high brain wave activities :: Self: =Ut oh.. another one......
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::continues to scan the station::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::sees the little girl:: CSO: Sir, over there!
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@::heads toward Prue and Sonja::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::hears some one::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::goes over to Roxanne, thinking "two pregnant women in one day, what =did I do to deserve this?" ::smiles at Roxanne:: Roxanne: Hello, =Roxanne, I'm Counselor Naegle, can I help you?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Another minor quake passes through the planetoid =and rains dirt and debris down on the Away Team.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: puts up a representation to the affected brain area ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@SEC/TO : help me get the debris off them
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland: your ETA to our position?
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::waves her good arm around cradling her daughter with the other::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::shields herself from falling debris::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::screams out softly as some debris starts to fall::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::Smiles concerned for CO:: CO: Yes Captain. :: Notices how pale the CO =is::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<Greenland> COM: Apache: Apache, we are 7 hours out.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::feels the wave of nausea pass and sits upright::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@CSO: yes sir.  ::pulls part of a Computer off of them::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@::scans Prue and her daughter:: CSO: The mother has a punctured lung
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: the Greenland is 7 hours out
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@uses her Klingon strength to successfully lift the heavy debris off the =mother and child::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::hears the MO and looks at her mother::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@MO: can she be transported
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@COM: CO: We’ve found them
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Thank you Mr. Ewan.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::looks up and sees the Klingon lifting off the debris::
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::gasps and tries to breathe slowly leaning back and moaning deeply::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: CSO: What is their situation?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@CSO: Yes she can
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::smiles softly at her mother:: its ok mommy......=20
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: reads the readings from the CEO, and taps a few buttons and then nods =her head in satisfaction :: self: that should hold it for a little =while.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: still maintaining transporter lock on the away team
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@Sonja: don’t worry well have you outta here in no time
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::holds her daughters hand tightly::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Roxanne> CNS Well I'm pregnant, and this ride was not what I bargained =for.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::with a huge grunt heaves the debris away from the injured mother::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::holds her mothers hand tightly::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@Prue/Sonja: don't worry, we are federation officers, form the USS =Apache, we are here to help you.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@*CO* sir they are badly in need of med treatment
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Roxanne: I understand, how are you feeling?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::nods softly::
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::nods:: TO: Thank you ... for Coming .... ::looks up into his eyes the =pain clear on her face::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: walks over to the FCO, and checks his vitals; relieved that they are =normal ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@MO: Prepare them for beam up.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods to OPS:: COM: CSO: Sickbay should be ready for your =arrival, transport when ready.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@:Looks at the AT:: my mommy is hurt
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@::pulls another large chunk of Computer away from the pair:: Prue: No =problem, ma'am, that’s what we do.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: begins to clean up S'Toran's green blood ::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@CSO: aye sir   ::gets preparing::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Sonja: It is okay....you are in good hands now....::attempts a smile::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=COM: CO: Acknowledged.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Roxanne>CNS: I'm a little weak, but not too bad yet.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::Looks at the Security officer unsure::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@MO: as soon as they are ready beam them out.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@CSO: aye sir
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: wipes off the blood with a clean cloth, and fixes his broken nose. ::
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@Sonja: Go with her ... it'll be okay ...
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@CSO: I'm ready
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::doesn’t want to leave her mother::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::holds on to her mother::
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=@::kisses her daughter gently bending over painfully to do it and pushes =her towards the Starfleet Officers::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@COM: CMO: Prepare to receive the wounded.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@Sonja: Don't worry, little one, she is not leaving you.  I promise.  =::smiles::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The transporter energizes and beams Prue out of her =spot under the debris .... she materializes in sickbay on a bio-bed and =immediately screams out in pain.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::stumbles as she pusher her toward the officers::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=COM: CSO: Yes, Lt.  Ready and waiting.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: plugs her ears as she approaches Prue ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@Mommy!!!
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=::materializes on the bio-bed and immediately starts bleeding even =heavier screaming out in pain::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@ALL: Do you see anyone else.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: runs over to Prue and does a quick scan with a tricorder ::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@Sonja: your mother will be fine
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::stands slowly and walks to the replicator getting a cup =of ginger tea... curious as to what is happening on the surface::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@Sonja: It's okay, it's okay!  ::puts his hand on her shoulder:: =...we'll be with her in no time.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: loads a hypospray with sedative, to put her under ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO: Do scans indicate any other survivors?
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=::tries to breath and can't as all the air whooshes out her chest::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::Looks around unsure:::
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: Cardassia Prime: Any assistance you could offer us will be =appreciated
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::shakes quietly::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Roxanne: why don't you just sit down here and I'll get you something for =the nausea.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
@ =COM: CO: Sir we’ve have beamed up the survivors.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::goes to the little girl and puts her arm around her and hugs her:: =Sonja: You're Mommy will be okay.....I promise
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::scans the area around the away team::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@COM:CMO: she has a punctured lung and other injuries that are not as =severe
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=<Roxanne>  CNS: Thanks
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::looks at the Klingon and nods softly::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: begins surgery, pronto :: CNS: Get your surgery gears on.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::scans the planetoid:: CO: Negative, Captain.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@CSO: should I search for more?
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=::her body bucks on the bio-bed and she stares up at the CMO pleadingly =trying to get words out::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@MO: beam back with the child I’m sure the CMO will need your =help.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: still getting interference from the asteroid belt
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@CSO: ::whispers:: Anyone else, sir?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Sonja: You have to be a strong and show her what a brave warrior you =are
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::finds a hypospray and administers the medication while acknowledging =the CMO:: Aye, Dr.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@TO: negative
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=COM: CSO: Understood.  Prepare for transport.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::gets into scrubs::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::Nods to the Sec officer and straightens up::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Computer: Activate minimal stasis field around the thorax area.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=@CSO: aye sir  ::stands next to the young girl::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@Sec: I am ..I will
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: puts on her rubber gloves ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Com: CO: Acknowledged
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=COM: MO: Thank you!
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=@::looks disappointed:: CSO: Estimated personnel capacity?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@Sonja: Good....
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=::calms slightly but reaches up and grabs the CMO pulling her down to =her forcefully by the uniform::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=@::Holds tightly to the Sec officers hand::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::nods approvingly to the little girl::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::grabs sedative hypospray::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The remainder of the Away Team transports back to =Apache ... materializing back in the Transporter Room.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: surprised, and grabs Prue's arm :: Prue: What the....?    CNS: =Counselor!
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=@TO: about 30 scientists.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=@::holds Sonja's hand::
=20
=Prue_Davore says:
=::gasps out at the CMO as blood sputters from her mouth onto the =officers uniform:: CMO: Don't let them take my daughter back...
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::administers sedative on Prue Davore::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks into Prue's eyes, and tries to sense what she's trying to tell =her ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Prue: What?  Who?
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::materializes back in TR1::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Sonja: follow me. I'll take you for a check up
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: Wait!...
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::Looks at the MO:: where is my mommy?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Prue Davore's body begins to slow its bucking and =her head falls back onto the bed as her eyelids slowly close.  The alarm sounds =from the wall monitor as her heart stops beating.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::pulls back just in time.::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::writes a letter of recommendation for a promotion for Ensign =Drathlai::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::whispers:: MO: Hey, should we not take her to sickbay ... her mom was =pretty banged up...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=SO: Continue your scans of the Science station, gather as =much information as possible.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::Looks back and forth at the officers::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: lowers Prue's arms ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=:::looks at the Security officer:: I want to see my mom!
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: gulps :: CNS: Too late.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=:: Looks sad at Prue::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=CO: Aye, aye. ::continue scans::
=20
=FCO_V`Taran  says:
=CO: Captain ... we have the away team aboard.  Should I set =course back to Federation space? ::looks back at his Commander::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=MO: I agree....maybe the lounge for some refreshment might be a good =idea
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Sonja: she'll be there… TO: ::whispers:: I'll take the long way
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: yeah
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO*: Sir permission to return to the colony to try retrieve any data.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Computer: Time of death ... 1100hours.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=MO: where?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=SEC: good idea
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=MO: Just as well, permission to Come with you Mister Powers?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at the mess on herself ... and on Prue :: CNS: I wondered what =happened?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Sonja: follow me. I'll get us some drinks
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Over hears the CSO's request to the Captain and is concerned by it ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=MO: I don’t want any drinks! I want to see my mother!!
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=:;shakes her head:: CMO: I don't know, Dr.  I don't know.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CSO*: Return to the bridge Lt., request denied.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: She mentioned about a daughter..... :: sighs :: Sometimes.. I hate =my job...
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: I won't be able to send out Coms until we clear the asteroid belt
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: bites her lips ::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Sonja : they may not be ready for us yet
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=::glances at the Captain and coughs slightly:: CO: Sir? Should I return =the Apache to Federation space?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: clinches his Jaw:: *CO*: acknowledged.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::Looks at the MO puzzled:: MO: What do you mean?
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::bends down on one knee:: Sonja: Are you sure...'cause Jax, our cook, =makes a great milkshake.  ::smiles and waits for Jax to kill him later::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::heads to bridge::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Yes, prepare course and engage.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::gulps:: CMO: yeah, me too, Doc.
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=::nods:: CO: Aye sir, course set. ::taps in the proper Commands::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CSO: Can you find out how they’re doing please
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CNS: No time like the present to do an autopsy....
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::Looks at the TO quietly:: TO: I want to see my mommy first
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Computer: Remove stasis field...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::sends the letter to the CO::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: gets her equipments out ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=MO: the girl or the mother?
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=CO: Aye sir ... ::engages course:: CO: ETA to Federation space is =approximately 1 hour.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Understood.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CSO: mother
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=Sonja: It'll only take a few moments...::looks pretend sad:: Please?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=MO: All right.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=CMO: I wonder if her child is on the ship.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::Looks at the TO and doesn’t understand::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CSO: thank you
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=TO: then can we see my mommy
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*CMO*: What is the status of the persons retrieved from =Brekate?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: pulls a curtain over their work area ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=TO: I want to make sure she is ok first
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::heads out of the TR so that Sonja cannot hear her:: *CMO*: What is the =status of the child's mother?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Sonja: Yeh
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=CO: We have cleared the asteroid field ... accelerating to warp.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::enters TL:: TL: bridge
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::hears captain, thinks Oh, boy::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Sonja: drinks first
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Understood.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::looks up at MO:: Sonja: I'm sure we'll be able to see her as soon as =we finish our drinks. ::smiles reassuringly::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: hesitates :: *CO*: I'm sorry to inform you sir, one woman is dead.  =I'm performing the autopsy in a few minutes.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::scans for the location of the Reklar and Greenland::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::exits bridge:: SO: return to stellar cartography
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland: we are heading back into Federation Space
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::looks sad:: MO: But I’m not thirsty...::fights back tears:: MO: =Why cant I see my mommy first??
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: sighs, thinking of the poor child :: *SEC*: She's dead.  May I =request you not to tell the child, until she sees the counselor?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Contact the Greenland, inform them that we have =retrieved the survivors from the science station and are returning to =Federation space.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: will we still need the Greenland’s assistance?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Sonja: you must be thirsty
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Sir we could only find the two.
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=CO: aye
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::nods CSO and leaves place for him::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=*CMO* I agree.....she is quite adamant about seeing her...maybe you'd =better send the CNS down to the TR
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::wipes at her face and looks at the MO::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at the counselor :: CNS: I think.. that little girl needs =someone like you...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::Enters TL:: TL: Stellar Cartography.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CO: Ma'am, the Reklar’s ETA is 4 hours.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=ALL: can anyone tell me how the mother is please
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: At this time, no, Mr. Ewan. =20
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*SEC*: She should be on her way... :: looks at CNS :: You better head =down to the TR
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=MO: Then can we see my mommy?? Can I bring her a shake too?
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland: we have  retrieved the survivors from the Science =Station, heading back to Federation Space
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: The survivors were a young child and her mother. Do you know the =status of the mother?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Only 2 of the 6?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Sonja: yeh good idea
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::nods:: CMO: I'll do it
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::exits TL and enters Stellar Cartography::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::re-enters the TR and looks to the MO, whispers:: MO: The CNS is on her =way down to see the child.....
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<Greenland> COM: Apache: Acknowledged Apache, do you still =need our assistance?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: yes ma'am :: looks disappointed::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: No, I've requested information on their condition from =the CMO.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::Smiles weakly and looks at the MO:: she likes strawberry , can he make =strawberry?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Sonja: yeh
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=MO: she'd probably feel better if I brought her a shake ... =wouldn’t she?
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=Sonja: Jax can make anything, little ma'am...
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland: no your assistance is no longer required, thank-you =for Coming though
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::goes to TL:: TL: Transporter Room 1
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::whispers:: SEC: Why the CNS? It's not like her mother's dead?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=TO: ok...=20
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::stares at the MO blankly::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: Ens. Powers.  I need your assistance in sickbay.   :: kind of =figure that the AT must be back by now ::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<Greenland> COM: Apache: Understood Apache, we will return =to our patrol route.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::exits turbolift at Transporter Room and enters, sees the child and SEC =together::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::thinks the doctors must be busy and just trying not to tell her:::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: returns to Science one::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks at the CSO:: The CMO reported that the woman didn't =make it.  ::leans back::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::remembers what the Sec officer told her about being strong :::
=20
=FCO_V`Taran says:
=::spots the CSO as he steps onto the bridge and nods at Storal::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: with the child’s mother dead, this is going to be more =difficult ::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: Aye sir ::walks out of the TR:: CMO: What is the condition of the =mother
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: USS Greenland: good to know we could count on you when needed
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=Sonja: This lady will take care of you now....you may go with her.....
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=MO: you'd better go... SEC: You want to accompany us, Abbot?
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::walks over to Sonja and Abbott::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::lowers head :: CO: Acknowledged
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: You will see.... :: voice trails off ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::nods to FCO::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::nods to TO:: TO : of course
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Sonja: Hello Sonja, I'm Counselor Naegle.  Would you like to come with =me?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Sec: take care of me?? my mommy takes care of me.. ::gives her a =quizzical look: we're going to get a shake for mommy
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Sonja: you stay here with these nice people. I'll be right back
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CNS: no , we're going to get a shake for my mom
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::looks at the MO as he leaves suddenly::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Sonja: I'll take you to get the shake, Sonja.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::rushes towards sickbay::
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::looks at CNS and thinks "oh crap" and then looks at SEC::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::looks around a little confused :: ok....
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Self: I should have been there quicker.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CNS: Want Company, or should I return to bridge?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=MO: Powers, over here... behind the curtains...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CTO: You have the bridge   FCO: Notify me when we reach =Federation space
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::trembles slightly but tries not to show it::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: walks towards CMO::
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=TO: I think you can return to the bridge, Ensign, thank you.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: holds out two rubber gloves :: MO: You better put these on ... it's =bloody mess.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CMO: Sir?
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=CNS: no, problem, sir ::whispers:: just keep me informed...
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::is speechless to Sonja’s mention of getting something for her =mother and nods in agreement with the CNS::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks to the TL:: CIV: Ambassador, thank you for your =assistance.  We may need you again when we contact the Reklar.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=Sonja: Come on, Sweetheart, I'll take you to get that shake.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The sensors, which have been churning over the data =scanned from the Science Station, begin to output their thoughts of what =caused the explosion.  A massive energy surge, which apparently =originated in the stations core.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: pulls back the curtain, revealing Prue's body. :: MO: I assume this =is the mother you were talking about.
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::runs off headed for bridge::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Aye Sir
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::Nods to the CNS:: ok
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::enters the TL:: TL: Deck 9
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::whispers:: TO: I will
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::Looks at the CNS:: she likes strawberry
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: stands and stares at the body before staggering away towards a =chair::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CO: Sir it was a massive energy surge that caused the Station's core to =breach.
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::takes Sonja's hand: Sonja: Strawberry it is then!
=20
=TO_Drathlai says:
=::yells as he runs off:: CNS: thank you, Lieutenant Naegle...Sonja: see =you later Sonja
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=OPS: Thanks for your help.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: steadies the MO :: MO: I need you to pull yourself together.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::retracts her hand::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::exits the TL and walks toward sickbay::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=MO: I need to know what happened down there... what were the conditions =like......
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::is relieved that Sonja is in the capable hands of the CNS and proceeds =to check in on the bridge:: Sonja: Enjoy your shake...I will see you =later.....remember.....you are a strong warrior
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CNS: can we hurry? she is probably very thirsty
=20
=OPS_Ewan says:
=COM: Reklar: this is the USS Apache, we have left the Brekate
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=CMO: Wha ... what happened? did you try to revive her? what am I going =to tell Sonja
=20
=CNS_Naegle says:
=::walks with Sonja into Fort Apache::
=20
=Jaxlt_Burta says:
=20::smiles at the group as they enter Fort Apache and gazes down on the =little girl that he towers several meters over:: All: I had heard an =away team was off ship ... but I had no idea they would be bringing back =such a beautiful young woman.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 3 >>>>>>>>>>

